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Grenzebach – The Expert Partner for Glass Makers 

 

Whether it’s flat, solar or display glass – Grenzebach is recognized worldwide for quality and 

innovation in glass processing.  With over 40 years of experience in the glass industry, 

Grenzebach is setting new standards for functionality and efficiency in glass processing.  

Focusing on new developments, such as our direct drive stacker, Grenzebach will help to 

meet increasing demands for stacking of small and medium size products.  With this product 

line, our designers have also ensured that this stacker will not only handle glass products, 

but can also be deployed into other markets such as the cement fiber board and Rockwool 

industries. 

 

As a family-owned company, our success can be attributed to not only our extensive 

experience in the industry, but also to our commitment to the customer, an innovative spirit 

and a healthy risk-taking culture.   

 

In 1988, Grenzebach ventured from Bavaria to the American market, and this year will 

celebrate its 25th anniversary for our Newnan, Ga subsidiary.  Economic recovery continues 

with promising forecasts for the American glass market and allows Grenzebach to look to the 

coming years with confidence.   

 

Display Glass - Another Grenzebach Success Story 

In 2007, our designers in Hamlar outlined options for entering the thin glass market. Now in 

2013, more than 30 processing lines have been started up worldwide with more growth to 

come. Producing thin and highly sensitive glass sheets down to 0.3mm requires a high level 

of expertise and has spawned new developments and technologies that complement our 

already existing array of products from inspection through cutting and on to packing.  These 



 
 

innovations and new developments which were developed for the thin glass market have 

provided Grenzebach with an excellent position in this market.   

 

New 40 Ton Indexing Platform 

Another new development which Grenzebach has for the market is a new indexing platform 

for handling of racks for jumbo product sizes.  A unique combination of a friction drive system 

and laser positioning allow accurate positioning and alignment of loads up to 40 tons at 

distances up to 10 meters with no special foundation requirements needed.  A robust and 

compact design make the platform fit perfectly in almost any stacking cell and is ideal for 

stacking cells which need upgraded stacking capacity.  With additional features such as 

optional right angle movement and remote control, the new indexing platform is a versatile 

solution for any heavy load application. 

 

 

 


